
CHAPTER 42 - THE TWIN VISIT

PERKS OF REJECTED MATE

After brainstorming for almost five hours, everyone heads back to their respective rooms. Diana and Tyrone are 

now opened to share a room together. As soon as Diana hit the mattress, she fall asleep while Tyrone is 

changing clothes.

"How are you feeling my twin?" Diana’s brother appeared in her dream.

"I am terrified and I know it's going to be a total lie if I said I’m not slowly dying." Diana sighed deeply.

"I'm sorry my twin if only I can do more to lessen the pain." He sits beside his sister.

"The vials are enough to help me with the symptoms and besides you are already sacrificing your life for me. I 

know very well every time you give your blood as my temporary cure can make you weak. You can’t deny it 

because I can feel it too." Diana pointed a finger on him playfully.

"I will do anything to keep you safe.” Apollo replied with a smile.

“I know and I will forever be grateful for that.” Diana returned the same gesture.

“Anyway I came here to warn you again." Apollo did not waste his time.

"What did you foresee? I want every details Apollo whether good or bad." Diana gave a strong emotion for that.

"Mom visited me in my vision to warn me to be safe and to inform you that I found another way to cure to you 

but it's a very tricky and dangerous act that only your mate can do." Apollo stared at her stomach.

"It's about our baby isn't it?" Diana held her bump as instinct.

"Yes, if Tyrone marks you by full moon you will be cure but it will kill your unborn child. If he didn’t mark you, the 

child will live but you will die.” Apollo has a sad aura. 

“Does my child will have a great life if I choose her life over mine?” Diana asked.

“Mom told me not to precede what your child future will be and I can’t intercept that either, sorry twin.” Her 

brother stated.

“It’s okay I understand.” She held her brother’s hand for comfort.

“You have to tell Tyrone about it as well so he will be ready by that time comes." He advised.

“Do we have chance in winning this battle?” Diana creased her eyebrows.
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“We could if we all worked together.” Apollo claimed.

“When will it happen?” Diana inquired more.

“As soon Hades finds out the plan we created it will be the beginning of the battle. It’s only a matter of time 

before it happens because I discovered he has someone inside the pack house who knows your every move 

so be careful who you trust.” Her brother has an informative tip.  

“Do you know who is it?” She asked.

“I'm still working on identifying the person once I figure that out, I’ll  tell you just give me a at least 48 hours or 

less." Apollo suggested.

"Of course, anything else?" Diana added.

"The rogues will attack including demons and reapers; they will be led by Hades. What we can do is summon 

the angels and guardians to help us with the battle. This is very dangerous and risky especially for you so 

please be careful." He instructed. 

"I will brother. Thank you for all the help and the information I owe you a lot." Diana hugged him.

"You're welcome my twin, I will see you again." He kissed his sister’s forehead.

"As you do.” Diana nods.

"Oh! And one more thing---" Apollo whispered something to her before leaving.

Diana couldn’t help but smile after hearing the wonderful news. Her sleep was cut off when she felt someone is 

shaking her lightly. 

"Babydoll, wake up it's time for breakfast." She heard Tyrone's voice.

"Morning love, thanks." She stirred.

Diana opened her eyes and saw Tyrone holding a breakfast tray with foods enough to feed ten people.

"Morning babydoll, I like it when you call me love." He placed the food on the bed.
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"Then better get used to it because I have no plans changing it.” Diana pecked his lips.

“Come and eat, I don’t want you and our child gets hungry.” Tyrone started serving her the apple.

“Wait, are you trying to make me fat? This is like a feast!" Diana exclaimed.

"I don't know what you want for breakfast so I cooked all your favorite foods. You need to eat a lot and be 

healthy since you're carrying our pup." He placed a hand on Diana’s baby bump.

Diana can feel Tyrone's love for their child and it makes Diana and her wolf happy. Even though they are not 

mentally and physically prepared for the pregnancy both of them are doing the best job they can to be a parent 

especially Tyrone. Diana can tell his father instinct kicks in through his actions and he is very proud of their kid. 

Suddenly the smile faded on Diana’s lip when she recalled Apollo's words.

"Is everything okay babydoll? Don't you like the food? I can make new one or we can eat out---" Tyrone keeps 

rambling.

"Apollo visited me in my dreams." Diana started.

"What did he warn you about?" Tyrone holds his mate’s shaky hands.

"Apparently there is a mole in the pack and Apollo is working on it. He will be back for updates though." Diana 

saw her mate’s shocked reactions.

"I will mind linked my parents to meet us in the library and discuss this." Tyrone proposed.

"There is one more thing you need to know about the mark." Diana breathes deeply.

"Go on babydoll I'm listening." He placed a kiss on her forehead.

Diana relayed the details to him and make sure the exact information was carefully explained to him.

"This is my entire fault if I didn't reject you that day--" Tyrone formed his fist in anger. 

"Don't blame yourself." She grabbed his hand.

"How can I not? You are now suffering the rejection and I can't do anything. I want to mark you so badly but 

now I need to choose between you and our pup. I can't lose both of you I will not accept that Diana I can't... I 

just can't." His tears are running down through his face.
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"You have to choose even if it cost my life to save our child then I will gladly take that. He is the proof of our 

love and I'll be happy to sacrifice for him." Diana wiped his tears.

"We are having a boy?" He looked at his mate in awe.

 "Yes, that's the last news that Apollo told me." Diana confirmed.

"Then let's think of his name what you think of Dion? It's mixture of our names." He suggested.

"You are trying to divert my attention but if it helps yes. I love that name it suits him." Diana widened her smile.

"How about the middle name, do you have anything in mind?" Tyrone ignored her words.

"Hmm I was thinking Polo or Paulo after my twin. He played a special part in our son's life and it would be nice 

to have some part of him to our son." Diana elaborated.

"I think Dion Paulo is better to hear because Dion Polo sounds like a shirt." He chuckled.

 "Yeah so it's settled.” Diana closed the topic.

“Yup, now eat your breakfast.” Tyrone starts feeding her.

“Don't think for once I forgot the topic we had earlier, I mean it Tyrone." Diana reminded him.

"I know you will not forget it." He sighed.

"Promise me when the full moon comes I want you to choose what is best. Please Tyrone promise me." Diana 

convinced him.

"To be honest I can't do that because at the back of my mind I'll regret it but if you can sacrifice for our child 

then I'll do the same.” Tyrone vowed on his word.

“Thank you love, I love you." She hugged him tightly.

"I love you too." Tyrone hugged her back.
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